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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

No. 75 – 81 of 1997



		BETWEEN:


		ELWIN LILLIAS
			Appellant

		AND:

LEONARD DAVID PRYCE and GLENYS KAY GREEN
			Respondents


CORAM:	MARTIN CJ.


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

(Delivered 27 February 1998)

	This is an appeal from decisions of the Court of Summary Jurisdiction sitting at Alice Springs on 12 December 1997.  It involves consideration of the well known principles providing general guidance in law as to the action to be taken when an offender comes before the court and is dealt with at the one time for a number of different offences.  

	The appellant was an Aboriginal man, aged about 21 at the time, who came from Kintore near the Western Australian border of the Northern Territory.  He was said to be a person affected by petrol sniffing and the Court is entitled to infer, although there was no specific information before the learned sentencing Magistrate or this Court, that he had little or no formal education and probably no employment history.  His counsel before the Magistrate indicated he was receiving “sit down money” which is common parlance for unemployment benefits from which, it was submitted, he would have the ability to pay fines.  He had made ready enough confessions to his guilt in respect of most of the matters and in any event had entered an early plea of guilty to each charge.  He was a petrol sniffer.

	His Worship imposed sentences of imprisonment in respect of each of the offences, and having accumulated many of the sentences said that he had done his best to work out an appropriate sentence having stood back and looked at the total.  No adjustment was made after having undertaken that overview, and the total of the sentences imposed amounted to 49 months, in respect of which it was ordered that the appellant not be eligible to be released on parole for 30 months (the minimum period which could have been fixed is 24½ months).

The offences and sentences imposed
File No 9605785
	The first charge was that on 14 March 1996 the appellant was found armed with an offensive weapon, namely a knife, and failed to give a valid reason for his being so armed.  At the time of the offence the operative provision was s56(1)(d) of the Summary Offences Act 1923 (NT) which provided for a maximum penalty of $500 or three months imprisonment.  (It was later repealed and became s56A of the Summary Offences Act carrying a much higher penalty).

	The facts were that he had pulled a butcher’s knife from his right boot at the Todd Tavern in Alice Springs and threatened an Aboriginal woman.  He said he was carrying the knife “for people who get silly with me”, and when asked why he had pulled it, he said “for Caroline Sandy.  She was getting silly”.  Submissions by his counsel indicated to his Worship that he would probably be hearing a lot more about knives in the community, and it was explained that amongst more traditional Aboriginal people it seemed to be very much a symbol of virility and power.  It was further put that it seemed to be common enough for a knife to be shown to remind women of their sense of place, and thus amounted to a fairly standard piece of behaviour amongst young Aboriginal men from the areas around Alice Springs.  His Worship indicated that he took into account the plea of guilty (as he did for all other matters).  He had regard to convictions on 21 April 1994 for being armed with an offensive weapon and for aggravated assault, the victim being female.  There was no information before his Worship as to the circumstances of that offending.  He had been sentenced to 64 hours of community service for being armed with the offensive weapon and six months imprisonment, suspended after serving two months in respect of the aggravated assault.  For this offence the appellant was sentenced to three months imprisonment.  His Worship did not appear to have regard to the fact that that was the maximum penalty, but if he had done so, he did not explain why that sentence was imposed.  Given that s56(1)(d) is also directed to people being found armed with guns, pistols, swords and bludgeons, and that in all the circumstances of the offending on this particular occasion this was far from being a worst case, the sentence could not possibly have been justified.  I tend to think that his Worship’s attention was not drawn to the maximum penalty for the offence as it was when the offence was committed.  No one sought to correct the error when the sentence was imposed.  It is not necessary to consider the other grounds of appeal directed particularly to this matter.  (As to an article such as a knife having other ordinary uses constituting an “offensive weapon” see Wilson v Kuhl [1979] VR 315.)  Given the circumstances and the appellant’s failure to respond to the leniency previously granted by way of a community service order, it seems to me that a sentence to imprisonment was within the range of a properly exercised sentencing discretion, but the sentence imposed must be quashed and I substitute therefore a sentence to imprisonment of one month.

File No 9715878
	The next offending occurred on 24 June when the appellant unlawfully damaged a motor vehicle the property of Pintubi Health Clinic, contrary to s251 of the Criminal Code 1983 (NT), the damage amounting to $150.  The maximum penalty for that offence is seven years imprisonment.  He was also charged that on the same occasion he did without lawful excuse possess, carry and use an offensive weapon, namely an axe, contrary to s56A of the Summary Offences Act which, as already noted, took the place of s56(1)(d), and now carries a penalty of $2,000 or twelve months imprisonment.  The admitted facts were that he had been sniffing petrol at Kintore and was walking towards the health clinic seeking treatment for a stab wound to his leg.  He tried to get a lift in a vehicle, but it did not stop.  He continued on his way to the clinic, the vehicle had parked outside, he picked up a rock and smashed the rear window of it.  Police were called, but he had left the area and as a community police officer and a member of the Kintore night patrol approached him, he picked up an axe and turned to face both persons.  He had the axe in his right hand, held it above his head, and although being told on three occasions to put it down, refused.  He was restrained and disarmed.  When asked about the matter, he said that he had a pain in his leg and the vehicle would not stop.  As to the axe incident, he simply said he was a little bit drunk.  His counsel expanded on the circumstances indicating there had been a fight during which the appellant had suffered the wound by a knife in his leg.  He was experiencing a lot of pain and became angry that the vehicle did not pick him up.  It is not known how much time elapsed before he arrived at the health clinic and broke the window with the rock.  It was submitted that waving an axe was really not such an aggressive act, but was really just throwing up a warning.  Noting little more than the facts and submissions, his Worship sentenced the appellant to imprisonment for one month in respect of the wilful damage and three months in respect of the axe incident which he ordered be served concurrently, but cumulatively on the earlier sentence.  

	In April 1996 the appellant was convicted of a similar offence and fined $800 and ordered to make restitution of $288.  It seems from his Worship’s remarks that he may well have taken into account that the damaged vehicle was a health clinic vehicle which the appellant had earlier unsuccessfully tried to have assist him.  It had a value to the community as a whole, and that, I think, aggravates the nature of the offence. 

File No 9723937
	The next matter concerned an unlawful entry into the residence of Mr Applin with intent to commit a crime, namely stealing, contrary to s213 of the Criminal Code which, in the circumstances, carries a maximum penalty of ten years imprisonment.  That offence was said to have taken place between 26 September and 1 October 1997.  Contrary to the usual pattern there was no associated offending.  The accused and others entered the house by breaking a fly wire and rear door and the appellant and others simply went into the house and looked around before leaving.  In mitigation it was put that it seemed to have been no more than out of curiosity that he and the others went into the house, but that was contrary to the plea of guilty to the offence which encompassed an entry with intent to steal.  I note that proof of the fact that a person has unlawfully entered a building is evidence that he did so with intent to commit a simple offence or crime, s214(3).  The appellant had been convicted on 21 April 1994 for unlawful entry (in what circumstances is not disclosed), and sentenced to three months imprisonment.  On this occasion he was sentenced to four months imprisonment.

	He was dealt with at the same time for that between 10 October and 11 October at Kintore he unlawfully entered the dwelling house of Robert Stritzel with intent to commit a crime, namely stealing (maximum ten years imprisonment) and he did steal weight lifting gear and $100 in notes, the property of Mr Stritzel, for which the maximum penalty is seven years imprisonment.  The facts were that the appellant with others went to the house, one of the co-offenders broke in and the appellant remained outside acting as lookout, but he entered a short time later, turned on the television and watched it.  He also took an item of weight lifting gear and $100 in notes.  One of the co-offenders spray painted the inside walls of the premises and some furniture with black paint, causing damage to the value of $450.  The appellant also pleaded guilty for causing that unlawful damage to property, contrary to s251 of the Criminal Code, carrying a penalty of seven years imprisonment.  As to the damage, it is noted that when two or more persons form a common intention to prosecute an unlawful purpose in conjunction with one another, and in the prosecution of that purpose an offence is committed by one or some of them, the other or others is presumed to have aided or procured the perpetrator or perpetrators of the offence to commit the offence unless he proves he did not foresee the commission of that offence was a possible consequence of prosecuting that unlawful purpose (s8(1) Criminal Code).  The appellant was therefore open to be charged with committing the offence, and upon a finding of guilt, open to the same consequences.  He was not in fact specifically charged by combination of ss251, 8 and 12 of the Code, but that does not seem to have concerned anyone.  The submissions made on his behalf in relation to that series of offending were that he and another broke into the house and put on the television which was the main objective of the enterprise, but then set about stealing.  His counsel said that he denied being a party to the vandalism, but that is contrary to the plea which was entered.  Perhaps he meant that he was not the principal offender.  Significantly, his counsel also said that the appellant had taken the $100 note stolen on that occasion to the Kintore council to return to the victim because of his realisation that it was wrong.  For the unlawful entry the penalty was four months imprisonment, for stealing, two months and for unlawful damage, three months, which were ordered to be served concurrently along with the sentences imposed in respect of the next series of offences which took place immediately afterwards.  

	The appellant and his co-offenders went across the road and entered the house of Jody Anderson with intent to commit a crime, namely stealing, and stole cash and audio tapes to the value of $1,100 (the maximum penalties have been noted).  A co-offender forced his way into the premises with an iron bar, and the appellant then tried to open the door with a set of keys which he had earlier acquired.  Once inside the appellant took $100 from an envelope that contained $500 and other persons removed the remainder.  The appellant admitted to stealing the $100, but others with him stole the balance.  It is not clear from the charge as to the amount of money which he was alleged to have stolen, but I think in the circumstances I must treat the stealing as being limited to the $100, that being the way in which the matter was put by the prosecutor.  According to his counsel he had a sense of having behaved wrongly, although it appeared that at the time he may have been under the influence of having sniffed petrol.  As to the $100, his counsel seemed to indicate that he had given a name of a co-offender to police.  It is unclear as to whether he had returned, or attempted to return, the $100 through the police, but it would seem that he had done so, his counsel saying: “… there was that remorse and that attempt to make early restitution at that stage”.  

	As to those matters, the appellant was sentenced to four months imprisonment for the unlawful entry and two months for the stealing.  The two months for stealing was ordered to be served concurrently with the concurrent sentences in relation to the offences at Mr Stritzel’s house bringing about the result, on my calculations, of an effective sentence of four months imprisonment in respect of Jody Anderson’s house.  There remained the sentence to four months imprisonment in respect of the unlawful entry into her house.  His Worship then said: “… according to my calculations that is an effective 12 months”.  

	It seems to me he arrived at that conclusion by accumulating the term of four months imposed in respect of the unlawful entry into Mr Applin’s house, together with the effective sentence of four months comprising the sundry concurrent sentences to which I have referred, plus the four months for the unlawful entry into the house of Jody Anderson.  It is not contended otherwise.  Section 50 of the Sentencing Act 1995 (NT) envisages that a specific order will be made if terms of imprisonment are not to be served concurrently in the circumstances of this case.  No order was expressly made.  However that may be, his Worship then ordered that that total effective sentence of twelve months be served cumulative on the sentences previously imposed.

	His Worship said that the series of offences amounted to an “… extended and serious campaign of crime”.  He spoke of the damage to furniture being something against which the community had to be protected, and spoke in terms as if the appellant was the one who actually caused that damage.  It is said that his Worship erred in that regard.  I accept that submission, but it is not an error such as would cause me to quash the sentence.  He did not indicate whether he accepted or rejected the submission in mitigation regarding the restitution or attempt at restitution.  I can not infer that his Worship took that into account in mitigation, and I hold that he erred.  The sentences in respect of the stealing are each quashed and a sentence of imprisonment for one month imposed in each case.

File No 9723768
	The appellant again became involved in unlawful entry and stealing on 26 October 1997.  He and a co-offender scaled the outer fence of the Papunya police station, gained entry through visiting officers quarters and into the police compound, heading for what was called the exhibit room from which they stole five cans of VB beer and two bladders of Coolabah wine.  They were exhibits.  He was noticed, by an observant police officer, to be affected by having sniffed petrol.  His counsel noted that at the time that he committed this offence he was on bail from previous offending, and simply put it that he was thirsty, wanted some grog, and evolved the rather bold plan of breaking into the police station.  He spoke of the lack of sophistication of the offending generally, and the inevitability on this occasion that he would be caught, but that he and others like him just did not seem to be able to look beyond the immediate moment and the desire to take what they want.  It was said it was not a very bad example of the type of offence, but there was no information as to whether or not what was stolen was all of the alcohol available, or whether the appellant only took a little of a larger stock.  His Worship’s comments were directed to the appellant’s lack of regard or respect for the property of other people, and noted the peculiar circumstance of the decision to break into a police station.  For that he was sentenced to four months for the unlawful entry, two months for the stealing to be served concurrently with the term of four months, an effective sentence of four months to be served cumulatively on all other sentences.

	The maximum penalty for the unlawful entry is seven years imprisonment, not ten as in the case of a dwelling house.  The distinction is not reflected in the sentence, which is quashed, and a sentence of three months imprisonment imposed.

File No 9724076
	Within a couple of days the appellant was in Alice Springs, and some time on the evening of 28/29 October, he and a co-offender forced the ignition in a motor vehicle, reversed it through the gates of the yard in which it was kept, causing damage of about $400 to the gates, and then drove it around the Charles Creek and Hoppys Camp area adjacent to Alice Springs until it became stuck on a rock.  The appellant pleaded guilty to the unlawful use of a motor vehicle contrary to s218(1) of the Criminal Code carrying a maximum penalty of seven years imprisonment, and of unlawful damage to property, carrying the same penalty.  According to counsel before his Worship, the appellant was under the influence of others when he committed these offences, but admitted he was not responsible enough to assert himself and avoid the crime.  His Worship observed that he only stopped driving the vehicle when it was not possible for him to drive it any further, and that he had been convicted of unlawful use of a motor vehicle in April 1994.  On that occasion he was convicted and sentenced to two months imprisonment.  He was sentenced to four months imprisonment for the first offence and one month for the other to be served concurrently, an effective sentence of four months imprisonment to be served cumulatively on the previous sentences.

File No 9726696
	After the events concerning the motor vehicle, the appellant left Alice Springs, but on 14 November he was travelling back to town with his wife and others when a tyre of the vehicle blew out.  He and the others waited for assistance.  At around 5.45pm, Helen Coffy and another female were also travelling towards Alice Springs, whereupon the appellant and a co-offender each took up a tyre lever and walked onto the road into the path of the vehicle being driven by Ms Coffy.  They began waving their arms and tyre levers in an effort to stop the approaching vehicle.  It slowed down, but as it neared the appellant, accelerated, whereupon he swung the tyre lever smashing the weather shield on the driver’s side window.  In so doing it also hit Ms Coffy on the right upper arm causing swelling and bruising.  When spoken to by police, the appellant exercised his right not to answer any questions.  He was charged with unlawful assault involving circumstances of aggravation in that Helen Coffy suffered bodily harm, was a female and threatened with an offensive weapon, the tyre lever, contrary to s188(2) of the Criminal Code.  The maximum penalty for all that is five years imprisonment or, upon being found guilty summarily, to imprisonment for two years.  That provision seems to me to fix the maximum penalty which may be imposed in those circumstances, as opposed to placing a jurisdictional limit on the sentence that may be imposed in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction where the maximum penalty is higher (see for example the now repealed s121A(2) of the Justices Act 1928 (NT)).  As to the unlawful damage to property, the maximum penalty is seven years imprisonment where the damage caused, as alleged, is greater than $500.  In his submission, counsel for the appellant conceded that that was far and away the most serious of the offences, but asserted it was not premeditated.  There was a two year old child amongst the company, and they had been sitting down beside the road for quite some time.  They were “… fairly desperate to get a lift”.  According to the appellant it was the idea of one of the others that rather than just stopping the driver and asking for assistance in a civilised manner, there should be a more forceful approach taken to make sure that the approaching vehicle stopped.  There were submissions made along the lines that there were sometimes difficulties for Aboriginal people in getting assistance from passers by in circumstances such as those prevailing.  It was conceded that in noticing that the two men trying to wave them down had tyre levers, the women in the approaching vehicle became alarmed and sped up.  The plea was entered on the basis that it was not the intention of the appellant to hurt Ms Coffy, but that he intended to strike out at the vehicle and that he foresaw striking her as a possible consequence of his conduct (s31(2)).  The appellant expressed his remorse to the Court about that incident and accepted that it was quite wrong.

	His Worship noted that this offence took place not long after the damage to the health clinic vehicle, and noted, in particular, that the appellant had a tyre lever with him.  It was not for the defence of the appellant, but to be used as a means of having the driver in the approaching vehicle stop.  His Worship took the view that nothing that had been put by counsel on behalf of the appellant could truly excuse his behaviour.  For that the appellant was sentenced to eighteen months imprisonment for the assault, four months imprisonment for the damage to the motor vehicle to be served cumulatively on each other, and cumulatively on the sentences previously imposed.  It was objected that his Worship erred in sentencing the appellant on the basis that he intended to harm the victim, whereas the plea was advanced on the basis that he did not intend to harm the victim.  I do not read his Worship as having sentenced on that basis.  It was on the basis, as his Worship put it, that “… you ought to have thought … that the tyre lever might strike the driver …”.  What his Worship emphasised was that it was the intention of the appellant to ensure that the vehicle stopped by threatening with the tyre lever and using it to achieve that purpose if necessary.  In that his Worship did not err.  It was open to him to find that when the appellant struck out at the passing vehicle with the tyre lever it was in an attempt to persuade the driver to stop.  However, given the maximum penalty for the assault and the single transaction which gave rise to the two offences, I consider that the sentence was excessive and that his Worship erred in accumulating the two periods of imprisonment.

	The assault comprised a single blow which was not directed at Ms Coffy.  That she was a woman who suffered bodily harm and was threatened with the tyre lever are all circumstances taken into account by the Parliament in fixing the maximum penalty of two years imprisonment.  I regard the circumstances surrounding the assault as aggravating the crime, but not such as to justify a penalty of three quarters of the maximum.  The sentence of 18 months imprisonment is quashed and I impose a sentence of eight months imprisonment.  The two sentences are to be served concurrently.

File No 9726642
	On 2 December the appellant committed further offences which it appears may have been the trigger to his being questioned about some of the other matters and charged with them as well.  The appellant pleaded guilty that on 1 December he stole a bottle of rum, contrary to s210 of the Code.  It was in the nature of shoplifting, in that he went to a supermarket, selected a cask of wine and the bottle of rum, placed the rum down the front of his trousers, paid for the cask as he left the shop, but not for the rum.  He was detained, saying that he only had $20 on him at the time and he knew it was wrong to take the alcohol.  According to his counsel he tried to do a deal with the security officer at the supermarket by offering to leave the Coolabah cask behind whilst he went out to try and borrow money to pay for the rum.  His Worship did not review any of the circumstances of the offence before imposing a penalty of imprisonment for one month which he ordered to be served cumulatively on those previously imposed. 

General sentencing considerations
	His Worship clearly considered that he had given the appellant the benefit of substantial mitigation:

“I would have sentenced you to a much longer period of imprisonment and I would have sentenced you to a period of a much longer non-parole period, but for the fact that you are a very young person, but for the fact that rehabilitation is to be a primary result of any sentence which this Court imposes, and I am very mindful of the fact that if you get out after two and a half years by then hopefully whatever problems there have been in these offences which come from sniffing petrol, may be two and a half years away from being able to sniff petrol and be part of the rehabilitation programme which will stand you in good stead and maybe once you are released you will become a useful member of society again.”  

	On the other hand, he paid substantial regard to the need to protect the general community from:

“… the sort of behaviour which you have behaved in intensively since September of this year and which has gone on without any cessation.  It hasn’t stopped since you seemed to have really become very active criminally in September … .  I have had regard to the maximum penalties which could be imposed in sentences of this nature … .  I have had regard to your age.  I have had regard to the prevalence of the offences and …”.


	His Honour went on to refer to matters in s5 without going into them in detail.  The appellant says that his Worship failed to consider options for sentencing other than imprisonment.  Given that it was inevitable that the appellant would be imprisoned for a substantial period, there is not much weight in that submission.  The offending was far too serious to enable the Court to dismiss the charge or release or discharge the appellant with or without conviction on any of the offences.  As to a fine, there was nothing before his Worship to enable him to consider that option other than that the appellant was in receipt of “sit down money”.  Since there was nothing to suggest he had any savings or property, his only prospect of paying a fine or compensation could come from future receipts from that source.  Given that he would be in gaol for a significant time, that source would not be available for at least a commensurate period (see Sentencing Act s17 as to the matters to be taken into account by a court when considering imposing a fine).  The Act provides that where the offender is fined, it is to be paid not later than one month after it is imposed or the court may make orders for payment by instalments or may extend that period (ss19 and 20).  Default in payment of a fine by a person within the statutory period or as extended, means that after the necessary steps are taken the person may eventually be imprisoned for one day for each $50 or part of $50 of the unpaid fine (other remedies are available if the person fined is not a prisoner).  But the fact that further time in prison may be the outcome for a person who has failed to pay a fine does not mean that it is right to impose a prison sentence in the first place where all the relevant circumstances do not justify it.  Looking at an example of this case it may be that a fine was appropriate for the stealing of a bottle of rum from the shop.  The imposition of the penalty of imprisonment for one month is the equivalent of a fine of around $1,500 out of the maximum fine which could be imposed of $35,000 (s118 Sentencing Act).  Moving up the ladder of available sentencing options brings the provisions regarding community service orders into focus, but the Court had none of the information prescribed by s35 available to it, and no application was made for an adjournment to enable that information to be sought.  Similarly, in relation to home detention orders (see s45).  An appellant is in some difficulty in attempting to persuade this Court that a Magistrate erred in failing to consider sentencing options other than the sentence imposed, where any realistically available options were not suggested, the statutory required information is not before the Court and no application is made for an adjournment to enable the information to be sought.  If an offender is likely to be considered for a community service or home detention, I see no reason in law why he or she should not be able to obtain the required information from the Director prior to the hearing.  A court could of its own motion always seek a desired report in a case where it thought it might be helpful, but I do not think that was called for here.  It should be recalled that the appellant had been before the courts previously, and had been punished by way of fine, community service order and imprisonment.  Those penalties have not deterred him from further offending.  Furthermore, in respect of the many property offences (as defined in Schedule 1 to the Sentencing Act) committed after 8 March 1997 (the date of commencement of the mandatory sentencing provisions in ss78A and 78B of that Act) his Worship had no option other than to record a conviction and order the offender serve a term of imprisonment.  Indeed, the appellant was somewhat fortunate in that all of these matters came before the court on the one occasion otherwise he may have been liable to imprisonment for a term of not less than 12 months (s78A(3)).  (Schluter v Trenerry, unreported Supreme Court of the Northern Territory, Martin CJ., 21 August 1997).

Accumulation of sentences and totality
	Without expressly saying so, his Worship had paid regard to circumstances which made it necessary for him to consider whether sentences should be served concurrently or cumulatively.  It was an overall ground of appeal that his Worship erred in applying those considerations.  Those usually brought to bear upon those aspects of sentencing are conveniently discussed in the Court of Criminal Appeal of the Northern Territory in R v Scanlon (1987) 89 FLR 77.  Reference is there made by Asche CJ. at p80 to Dicker v Ashton (1974) 65 LSJS (SA) 150 where Wells J. at 151 said:

“… a court is not ordinarily justified in imposing cumulative sentences of imprisonment for offences that are of similar character or ordinarily associated and that simply represent facets of one course of conduct.”

	And at p81 to R v Carey (1975) 11 SASR 575 at 577 where Bray CJ. said:

“It is, I think now accepted that when a man is convicted of several offences arising out of the same facts the sentences should normally be concurrent; when the offences are entirely distinct they should normally be cumulative.  Of course there is often room for debate about whether the various offences arose out of the same set of facts.  But there is no hard and fast rule either way.”


	At p85, Nader J. drew attention to what he had earlier said in Lade v Mamarika (1986) 83 FLR 312 at 315 – 316:

“It is also desirable that offences that are not in any real way connected should, in general, be the subject of cumulative sentences.  It is impossible to lay down in advance what criteria should be applied to determine whether there is sufficient integration between offences to warrant concurrent sentences.  Extreme cases are obvious; others are more difficult and allow for a wide exercise of discretion.  Mere temporal proximity is not conclusive.  Some courses of criminal activity extend over weeks or even months, yet individual offences committed in the course thereof may be truly regarded as one transaction for the purpose of sentencing.  On the other hand, distinct and unrelated offences committed during a single night may be unrelated.”

	His Honour went on to point to the overriding requirement that the aggregate sentence made up of the individual sentences should be proportionate to the total criminality of the offender’s conduct, a matter taken up by the High Court in Mill v R (1988) 166 CLR 59 at p63.  His Worship was clearly aware of the totality principle.  In Scanlon at p90 I set out what was said by Wells J., with whom King CJ. and Cox J. agreed, in Attorney-General v Tichy (1982) 30 SASR 84 in these terms:

“Sometimes, a single act of criminal conduct will comprise two or more technically identified crimes.  Sometimes, two or more technically identified crimes will comprise two or more courses of criminal conduct that, reasonably characterised, are really separate invasions of the community’s right to peace and order, notwithstanding that they are historically interdependent; the courses of criminal conduct may coincide with the technical offences or they may not.  Sometimes, the process of characterisation rests upon an analysis of fact and degree leading to two possible answers, each of which, in the hands of the trial judge, could be made to work justice.  The practice of imposing either concurrent or consecutive sentences cannot avoid creating anomalies, or apparent anomalies, from time to time.  What must be done is to use the various tools of analysis to mould a just sentence for the conduct of which the prisoner has been guilty.  Where there are truly two or more incursions into criminal conduct, consecutive sentences will generally be appropriate.  Where, whatever the number of technically identifiable offences committed, the prisoner was truly engaged upon one multifaceted course of criminal conduct, the judge is likely to find concurrent sentences just and convenient.  There are dangers in each course.  Where consecutive sentences are imposed it may be thought that they are kept artificially apart where they should, to some extent, overlap.  Where concurrent sentences are imposed, there is the danger that the primary term does not adequately reflect the aggravated nature of each important feature of the criminal conduct under consideration.”


	In circumstances where an offender is found guilty of two or more offences joined in the same information, complaint or indictment, the court may impose one term of imprisonment in respect of both or all of those offences (with presently immaterial exceptions): Sentencing Act s52.  That provision, I consider, takes totality into account where there are multiple offences, but is only available to be used in the prescribed circumstances.  It may be properly and usefully employed in such a way as will avoid the many differences of opinion which can arise when a sentencing tribunal is faced with an exercise such as that which confronted his Worship in this case, and which now faces this Court.  

	I have during the course of these reasons specifically dealt with some sentences which were excessive and have imposed sentences in substitution for them.  There was a common ground of appeal in all matters that the individual sentences were manifestly excessive.  In so far as I have not dealt with that ground in each case, it is dismissed.  I have considered each case separately.  There was nothing put to this Court to demonstrate any tariff in respect of these all too common offences and I am entitled to assume that his Worship would be well aware of the range of sentences customarily imposed in that jurisdiction for those types of offences.  The sentences themselves do not strike me as being too much.

	It will be noted that his Worship’s approach to sentencing was to take each complaint and information and deal with the charges brought on it.  There is another approach which commends itself to me in circumstances such as this.  The authorities to which reference has been made indicate that one way of looking at a series of offences is to group together those which are of a similar kind, even if separated in time.  Here, there were quite separate and distinct categories of offending, those involving offences against the person, those involving damage to property, those involving unlawful entry and stealing in which I include the unlawful use of the motor vehicle.  With respect, the way his Worship proceeded would present to the appellant upon his consideration of the outcome a difficult exercise in trying to understand the relative seriousness of the different types of offending, taking into account not only the specific offences involved, but also the number of times and circumstances in which he committed them.  What I propose enables the Court to better come to a view as to the offender’s overall culpability and to consider, in relation to each category of offending, the extent to which individual sentences should properly remain concurrent or made cumulative on others for crimes of the same type.  Proceeding that way also provides to the sentencing court a better opportunity to consider the impact upon sentencing of any prior convictions, both in relation to the sentence, which must be presently imposed, and its severity. 

	Adopting that method, I group together the offences of being armed with an offensive weapon, namely a knife (1 month), armed with an offensive weapon namely the axe (3 months), and the aggravated assault on Ms Coffy (8 months).

	The next group comprises those involving unlawful damage to property, including the medical clinic vehicle (1 month), the gate of the yard in which the Suzuki was kept (4 months) and the car on the Tanami Road (4 months).

	The final group comprises dishonesty offences, the unlawful entry into Mr Applin’s house (4 months), the unlawful entry (4 months) and stealing from Mr Stritzel’s House (1 month) and for convenience sake, the damage done there since it was all part of that one transaction (3 months), the unlawful entry (4 months) and stealing from Ms Anderson’s house (1 month), the unlawful entry (3 months) and stealing from the police station (2 months), the shoplifting of the bottle of rum (1 month) and the unlawful use of the Suzuki motor vehicle (1 month).

	If served concurrently as envisaged by s50 of the Sentencing Act, the effective sentence would be eight months imprisonment which I consider not to be enough.  If each sentence is directed to commence from the end of that preceding it (s51), the result is 45 months which I think is too much.  To arrive at what I consider to be a just sentence it is noted and ordered that:

1.	The sentences in respect of offences against the person are each to be served cumulatively giving a result of a total of twelve months imprisonment.

2.	The sentences of one month for the damage to the medical clinic vehicle and four months for the damage to the gate are to be served consecutively giving a total of five months imprisonment and consecutively upon the period of twelve months in respect of the offences against the person.  That produces a total of 17 months imprisonment.  The sentence in respect of the damage to the car on the Tanami Road will be served concurrently with the sentence for the assault on Ms Coffy.

3.	As to the sentences in respect of the unlawful entries, stealing and damage involving the dwelling houses:

·	The sentences for stealing and damage will be served concurrently with the sentences for the associated unlawful entries – an effective sentence of eight months imprisonment.

·	The sentence for unlawful entry into Mr Applin’s house is to be served as to two months concurrently with the eight months – a total of ten months imprisonment.

·	The sentences for unlawful entry into the police station, stealing therefrom and stealing the bottle of rum will be served concurrently – a period of three months, but cumulatively on the period of ten months providing a total of 13 months.  The sentence of one month for stealing the Suzuki is to be served cumulatively on the 13 months, a total of 14 months.

	The concurrent sentences operate by s50 of the Sentencing Act, nor any order of this Court.

	The effective sentences of 12 months for offences against the person, five months in respect of property damage and 14 months for unlawful entry, stealing and associated damage and unlawful use, are to be served cumulatively upon each other, giving a total effective head sentence of 31 months.

	I acknowledge that in all this there is a degree of artificiality, but that is not to be wondered at given the number of offences, the varying types and the period over which they were committed.

	I fix the period prior to which the appellant will not be eligible to be released on parole at 16 months.  The head sentence and non-parole period are each to run from 2 December 1997 when the appellant was taken into custody.
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